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Abstract—While trains traditionally relied on ﬁeld bus to
support real-time control applications, next-generation trains are
moving toward Ethernet as an integrated, high-bandwidth communication infrastructure for real-time control and best-effort
consumer trafﬁc. Time-Triggered Ethernet (TT-Ethernet) is a
promising technology for train networks because of its capability
to achieve deterministic latencies for real-time applications based
on pre-computed transmission schedules. However, the deterministic scheduling approach of TT-Ethernet faces signiﬁcant
challenges in handling scheduling uncertainties caused by switch
failures and legacy end devices in train networks. Due to the
physical constraints on trains, train networks deal with switch
failures by bypassing failed switches using a short circuiting
mechanism. Unfortunately, this mechanism incurs scheduling
errors as frames bypassing the failed switch may arrive ahead of
the pre-computed schedule, resulting in early, unexpected, and
out of order arrivals. Furthermore, as trains evolve from traditional communication technologies to TT-Ethernet, the network
must support legacy end devices that may generate frames at
times unknown to the TT-Ethernet. We propose a novel trafﬁc
shaping approach to deal with scheduling uncertainties in TTEthernet. The trafﬁc shaper of a TT-Ethernet switch buffers early
frames and then releases them at their pre-scheduled arrive time.
Furthermore, we devise an efﬁcient buffer management method
for the trafﬁc shaper in face of fault scenarios. Finally, we use
the trafﬁc shaper to integrate legacy devices into TT-Ethernet.
We have implemented the trafﬁc shaping approach in a 24port TT-Ethernet switch speciﬁcally designed for train networks.
Experiments show the trafﬁc shaping strategy can effectively deal
with scheduling uncertainties incurred by switch failures and
legacy devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditional Train Communication Network (TCN) [1] has
been widely used in current train control systems. TCN is
a hierarchical combination of two ﬁeld bus [2] systems:
multifunction vehicle bus (MVB) and wire train bus (WTB).
MVB inside each coach transmits at 1.5Mbps and WTB
connecting the MVB parts transmits at 1Mbps. TCN has been
standardized in IEC 61375. As the demand for multimedia and
wireless network access increases, another data transmission
network is built in parallel with the existing train control network. However, the two parallel networks increase the weight
of cables, wiring complexity, and equipment costs compared
to one single network. Thus, it is desirable to integrate the
two networks into a uniﬁed communication infrastructure to
reduce cost and simplify network management.
*
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An integrated train network must support two types of
frames: time-triggered (TT) frames for train control and besteffort (BE) frames for consumer trafﬁc (e.g., WiFi access). TT
frames of a real-time (RT) ﬂow have ﬁxed periods, offsets,
deadlines and sizes. TT frames must satisfy their deadline and
jitter constraints, while best-effort frames do not require timing
guarantees. Compared to traditional ﬁeld bus technologies,
Ethernet brings signiﬁcant advantages through high bandwidth, better interoperability and compatibility with existing
network devices. Although standard Ethernet cannot provide
deterministic real-time communication [3], various real-time
Ethernet technologies [4]–[9] have been developed to provide
latency guarantees for industrial applications. In particular,
time-triggered Ethernet (TT-Ethernet) [10] has emerged as
a promising technology for integrated train networks due to
its capability to provide deterministic latencies to TT frames
while supporting best-effort frames.
TT-Ethernet achieves deterministic communication for TT
frames by scheduling their transmissions based on a scheduling table. As the timing characteristics of real-time ﬂows in a
train are usually known a priori, the communication schedule
of TT frames can be computed ofﬂine. However, a train
network must deal with scheduling uncertainties incurred by
switch failures and legacy end devices.
Switch failures: As train control is safety critical, a train
network must prevent switch failures from disrupting real-time
communication of TT frames. While real-time Ethernet usually
achieves fault tolerance using redundant switches and paths
[11], [12], this approach is not applicable to train networks.
Due to space and wiring limitations, there is no redundant
switches on a train except for locomotives. Instead, according
to the IEC 61375-2-5 standard [13], a switch designed for train
networks automatically short circuit a failed switch to allow
data ﬂows to bypass it. Unfortunately, this mechanism incurs
scheduling errors as frames bypassing the failed switch may
arrive ahead of the pre-computed schedule, resulting in early,
unexpected, and out of order arrivals.
Legacy end devices: As trains evolve from traditional
communication technologies to TT-Ethernet, the network must
support legacy end devices not designed for TT-Ethernet. As
a legacy device may generate frames at times unknown to
the TT-Ethernet, the network faces the challenge to support
real-time communication involving the legacy devices without

disrupting the time-triggered communication in the network.
In this paper, we explore trafﬁc shaping as a mechanism to
deal with scheduling uncertainties in train networks. While
trafﬁc shaping was traditionally used to manage trafﬁc for
network Quality of Service (QoS), we develop a novel trafﬁc
shaping approach to handle scheduling uncertainties incurred
by switch failures and legacy devices in TT-Ethernet. Speciﬁcally, we design a trafﬁc shaper to buffer the early frames until
their expected arrival time, so that the frames are consistent
with the scheduling table. Furthermore, to efﬁciently utilize
buffer resource in trafﬁc shaping, we propose a buffer management strategy. Finally, we use the trafﬁc shaper to integrate
legacy devices into TT-Ethernet. We have implemented the
trafﬁc shaping approach in a 24-port TT-Ethernet switch
speciﬁcally designed for train networks. Experiments show the
trafﬁc shaping strategy can effectively deal with scheduling
uncertainties incurred by switch failures and legacy devices.
In the remainder of this paper, we provide relevant background for train networks (Sec.II), discuss related works on
fault tolerance and schedule synthesis (Sec.III), describe the
trafﬁc shaping mechanism (Sec.IV), present our experiments
based on an FPGA implementation (Sec.V) and conclude
(Sec.VI) this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the background of train networks,
including the composition of a train network, the passive
bypass setting of switches and an overview of our timetriggered switch.

B. Passive Bypass Setting
According to the IEC 61375-2-5 standard ETB switches
support a passive bypass setting to handle switch failures.
When an ETB switch fails, the ETB automatically short-circuit
the failed switch so that the ETB lines bypass the switch.
This mechanism is implemented in the external enclosure of
the ETB switch. For example, as shown in Figure 2, the failed
ETB switch 2 is shorted out through a switch S. Consequently,
frames from switch 1 directly arrive at switch 3 bypassing
switch 2.
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Fig. 2. An example of the passive bypass setting

C. Overview of the Real-Time Switch
We have implemented a real-time switch for train networks
based on TT-Ethernet. This switch guarantees real-time frames
satisfy their latency and jitter constraints while providing
trafﬁc shaping to handle scheduling errors. The architecture
our switch is shown in Figure 3.
The modules in white provide the same function as
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) switches for best-effort
frames, while the modules in gray implement a real-time
path for real-time frames. The classiﬁer module dispatches
real-time frames, clock synchronization frames and best-effort
frames to the corresponding module according to the EtherType domain of Ethernet II. The RT-engine forwards realtime frames according to pre-downloaded scheduling table.
The sync time module processes clock synchronization frames
and provides global clock for time-triggered scheduling. The
multiplexer module judges which frame to transmit when
conﬂict happens. The trafﬁc shaper provides trafﬁc shaping,
which is the focus of this paper.

Fig. 1. An example of train network with 8 coaches

III. R ELATED W ORK

A. Train Networks
A train network comprises a subnet in each coach of the
train and a Ethernet Train Backbone (ETB) connecting the
subnets in different coaches. For example, Figure 1 illustrates
a train network in a train with 8 coaches. Nodes labeled 0-7
are switches each located in a different coach. These switches
form the ETB. Nodes labeled 8-31 are switches connected
to end devices (labeled from 32-85). The switches and end
devices within each coach form a subnet of ETB.

Traditionally time-triggered networks rely on redundancy
[14] to handle faults. Two common approaches to provide
redundancy are spatial and temporal redundancy. Spatial redundancy employs replicated switches and links to handle
faults. For example, Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP) [15] fail
over to backup switches or links when failure is detected.
When temporal redundancy is employed, a frame is scheduled
multiple times. Under the hot standby approach, multiple
copies of the same frame are transmitted containing serial
numbers [16] in multiple channels. In contrast, with a cold
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Fig. 3. Time-Triggered switch design for real-time train network. (For clarity
only two ports are shown in this ﬁgure. Our actual switch implements 24
ports.)

standby approach, an alternative path computed by an ofﬂine
scheduler is selected when failure is detected [17].
All the aforementioned are based on a classical fail-stop
[18] model, which assumes no frame can go through a
failed switch or link. Furthermore, all the techniques require
redundant switches and links, or a network topology where
alternative routes are available. In contrast, due to the space
and wiring constraints in trains a ETB does not have replicated
devices or alternative paths. Hence, traditional approaches
based on redundancy are not compatible with train networks.
The novelty of our work stems from the unique fault model
and passive bypass settings in ETB switches.
IV. T RAFFIC S HAPING
In this section, we ﬁrst illustrate three abnormal scenarios
arising from the passive bypass setting of switches in train
network, and deﬁne the switch failure problem which this
paper ﬁrst concentrates on. We then present the design of
trafﬁc shaping module for this problem and analyze the
performance of our design. Finally, we discuss the mechanism
to integrate legacy devices with the trafﬁc shaping module.
A. Problem Deﬁnition
The RT engine showed in Figure 3 is implemented with
two crossbars and shared buffers in the middle, scheduling
TT frames according to pre-downloaded time table. Each
entry of the table contains a receive point and a send point
corresponding to a ﬂow. Due to time precision, the receive
point is extended to a receive window. The ﬁrst crossbar
forwards TT frames into the designated buffer according to
the receive window, while the second crossbar retrieves frames
from shared buffers according to the send point.
As shown in Figure 4, the solid arrows represent the normal
scenarios. That is, TT frames is supposed to arrive within the
corresponding receive window, and leave at send point.
When a switch fails, the passive bypass setting enables
frames to be transmitted from the predecessor switch to the
successor switch directly, leading to three abnormal scenarios:
1) All frames arrive at the successor switch in advance

2) Some frames arrive at the successor switch unexpectedly
3) A few frames arrive at the successor switch out of order
As shown in Figure 4, both Fa and Fc arrive at switch 3 in
advance when switch 2 fails. The destination of Fb is switch
2, however, switch 3 unexpectedly receives Fb when switch
2 fails. For switch 2, the buffering time of Fa is longer than
Fc , and Fc is supposed to leave the switch ﬁrst. When switch
2 fails, Fa arrives at switch 3 earlier than Fc , instead of the
normal scenario. That is, Fa arrives at switch 3 out of order.
All the abnormal scenarios lead to frame missing their
corresponding receive window or mismatching the entry of the
table. As a result, the frames are dropped by the scheduler,
which violates the hard real-time constraints. This paper
handles these three abnormal scenarios for TT-Ethernet, hence
provides fault tolerance for train networks. However, frame
loss of the devices connected to the failed switch is beyond
this paper.
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Fig. 4. Abnormal scenarios when switch fails. The axis strands for time.
switch 1, switch 2, and switch 3 are connected in sequence. Fa , Fb , Fc are
real-time frames transmitted between those switches. si,j is the send point
of Fj in switch i. The solid arrows represent the normal scenario, while the
dashed arrows represent the abnormal scenario when switch 2 fails.

B. Trafﬁc Shaping Module
When switch fails, frames arrive at the successor switch
in advance. As shown in Figure 4, F1 arrives at switch 3
in advance. To handle this scenario, we adopt trafﬁc shaping
approach by buffering the early arrival frames until legal
arrival time. Therefore, these frames match the receiving
window, and are accepted by the scheduler again.
Although a standard TT-Ethernet switch has 24 ports in
train network, we illustrate the trafﬁc shaping mechanism
using a switch with 4 ports for clarity. As shown in Figure
5, trafﬁc shaping is implemented by the trafﬁc shaping module containing four sub-modules Arbiter, Buffer Pool, Buffer
Allocation and Ctrl Logic, which will be descried in detail in
this subsection.
1) Arbiter: The arbiter module speciﬁes the forwarding
direction of frames transmitted into the trafﬁc shaping module.
RT frames are forwarded directly into RT engine in normal
case, and forwarded into buffer allocation module instead
when switch failure is detected. A common mechanism of
failure detection is Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP).
The arbiter module works at port level, which means only
frames from ports connected to the failed switch are redirected,
and frames from other ports are not affected. Furthermore, RT
engine retrieves data either from the arbiter module in normal
case or the ctrl logic module when switch failure is detected.
Thus, data race issue does not exist.
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Fig. 5. Buffer Structure Design

2) Buffer Pool: Due to scenario 2 and 3, traditional input
queue structure is no longer suited for out-of-order and unexpected frames. Alternatively, we introduce buffer pool for the
trafﬁc shaping module design. Buffer pool is a collection of
storage resource in hardware, such as SRAM, DRAM, etc, in
which early arrival frames are held.
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Fig. 6. Buffer Pool Organization

As Figure 6 shows in the right, the storage resource is
divided into slots, which is the basic unit of the pool. Each
slot contains two ﬁelds : data ﬁeld and pointer ﬁeld. The size
of data ﬁeld varies according to applications, such as 1518
bytes for a maximum Ethernet frame or 8 bytes for slices.
Furthermore, data ﬁeld size is pre-conﬁgured before train
running and is equal for each slot. The frame content is stored
in the data ﬁeld, while the ID of the successor slot is stored in
the pointer ﬁeld. It is important to note that the pointer ﬁeld
is 0 if a slot is the last slice of a frame. Therefore, the whole
pool is organized by linked list structure, which saves register
resource and brings convenience for buffer management.
In Figure 6, the pointer ﬁeld of slot 1 is 3, which means
the successor slice is stored in slot 3. Alternatively, the pointer
ﬁeld of slot 4 is 0, which means slot 4 is the last slice of the
frame. Therefore, slot 1,3,4 compose a complete frame.
3) Buffer Allocation: The buffer allocation module maintains two linked lists for buffer management: free list and used
list. The free list contains buffers available to be allocated,
while the used list contains header slots which are already
allocated. Also, this module maintains a map of ﬂow id and
slot id, shown in left of Figure 6. Each ﬂow id uniquely
corresponds to a slot id. For example, ﬂow 2 corresponds to
slot 1. If the corresponding slot id equals 0, no slot is allocated

to the ﬂow. Otherwise, this slot id is the ﬁrst slot allocated to
the ﬂow. For example, slot 1 is the ﬁrst slot allocated to ﬂow
2, which means its successors, slot 3, 4, are also allocated to
ﬂow 2. In contrast, slot 0 is allocated to ﬂow 1, which means
no slot is allocated to ﬂow 1 currently.
During initialization, all the slots are added to the free list,
and all the slots id in the map are set to 0. When a frame
arrives, buffer allocation module ﬁrst removes the header slot
in the free list, allocates it to the frame and insert this slot
into the tail of used list. If the slot size is less than the frame
size, this module then repeatedly removes the header slot of
the free list and allocates it to the frame until the entire frame
is stored. All the slots allocated to the frame is maintained in
allocating sequence by linked list in the buffer pool. If no slot
is available for allocation, header slot in the used list and its
successor slots in the linked list in the buffer pool are released,
and added to the tail of free list. Finally, this module sets the
ﬁrst slot allocated as the slot id corresponding to the frame.
In contrast, when a frame leaves, this module ﬁrst look up the
map for the slot id corresponding to the ﬂow id of the frame. If
the slot id equals 0, no furtherer action is executed. Otherwise,
the slot and all its successor slots are then transmitted to the
ctrl logic module. Finally, all the slots transmitted are released,
and added to the tail of free list, while the ﬁrst slot is removed
from the used list.
4) Ctrl Logic: Each port corresponds to one ctrl logic
module, and the module retrieves frames from the buffer
pool for the corresponding port. This module looks up the
scheduling table of the port and obtains the ﬂow id and receive
window of the frame which is supposed to be transmitted
next time. After that, this module retrieves the frame from
the buffer allocation module, and forwards the frame to RT
engine according to the receive window, so that the early
arrival frames can match the window.
Considering all three abnormal scenarios, buffer pool module caches frames arriving in advance, and therefore handle
the ﬁrst scenario. Also, the map structure instead of pure
input queue records the storage address for each ﬂow, and
thus handles the third scenario. Finally, the slots reside in
the used list for a long time are allocated to the unexpected
frames. Hence, the release of the header of the used list handles
the second scenario. In conclusion, the trafﬁc shaping module
handles all three abnormal scenarios.
C. Implementation Discussion
Bus is a common choice of buffer pool implementation,
which communicates with external storage through ﬁxed width
bus. However, bus introduces read and write serialization,
and brings data race, which results in extra access delay. In
this subsection, we discuss methods for delay mitigation in
hardware implementation.
1) Round Robin Fetch: As frames are sliced into slots,
buffer allocation module can fetch frames in a round robin
manner. That is, each time buffer allocation module responses
to a slot fetch request for a ctrl logic module, it then responses
to the request of the next ctrl logic module. With this strategy,

short frames are no longer blocked by large frames, and
therefore worst case delay is mitigated.
2) Prefetch Mechanism: A prefetch mechanism is implemented in ctrl logic module to utilize idle time. The ctrl logic
prefetches 2 packets for each port in advance, and stores the
prefetched packets in local buffer. At the left edge of the
receive window , ctrl logic sends the packet to RT engine and
starts to prefetch the next packet. This mechanism mitigates
burst read and write operations, and therefore decreases access
delay.

device to the buffer allocation module. That is, those frames
are regarded from failed routers. Then, the ctrl logic modules
retrieve these frames according to the legal receive windows,
which integrates these frames into synchronized networks.
Unfortunately, a worst case delay of a whole period is invoked
with this pure mechanism provided by the trafﬁc shaping module, which can easily violates the latency constraint. Therefore,
schedule synthesis should cooperate with this mechanism to
satisfy latency constraint.

D. Analysis

We now discuss the experiments we conducted to measure
the trafﬁc shaping mechanism. The experiments in this section
is based on FPGA hardware platform.

For real time systems, the performance under worst case
is the most signiﬁcant concern. In this subsection, we discuss
the maximum parallel ports supported by the trafﬁc shaping
module under worst case.
Each switch Si has Nport ports and the link bandwidth is
Bl . The clock cycle of the buffer pool is tclk , and m is the
cycle number of read operation delay of the pool. The length
of frame is Li for ﬂow i, and the slot size is Sizeslot which
should be compatible with the data width of buffer pool. We
assume that the round robin manner is enabled when fetching
slots. The worst case time delay Delayi for ﬂow i is:

V. H ARDWARE E XPERIMENT

A. Experimental Settings
We use three time-triggered switches with linear topology,
and two IXIA 400T trafﬁc generators to setup time-triggered
train network testbed, as shown in ﬁgure 7.




Li
Delayi = 2 ·
· tclk · Nport + m · tclk
Sizeslot

(1)

The worst case is that there are Nport frames queued for
response during read and clkite operations. Since the round
robin fetch is applied, the latency invoked by data racing is
Nport times of the transmission time. Also, latency of read
operation needs to be counted. To ensure a frame is able to be
forwarded into the RT engine during its receive window, the
following inequality is required:
Delayi ≤ Qi +

Li
Bl

(2)

The right part of the Eq. 2 is the minimal advanced time
when switch failure occurs. Qi is the minimal queuing delay
of ﬂow i in a switch, and the latter part is transmission delay
of ﬂow i. With Eq. 2, we can get the restriction of Nport :
Nport ≤

Li
Bl

− m · tclk
Qi +


Li
2 · Sizeslot · tclk

(3)

For a 100Mbps network, a buffer pool with 200Mhz,
Slotsize of 64 bytes and read latency of 17 cycles, we can
get the largest value of Nport supported by the trafﬁc shaping
module is 1015, which is far beyond demand. Despite this, the
Nport still needs to be pre-computed with actual parameters,
and checked whether Eq. 3 is satisﬁed before train runs.
E. Legacy Device Integration
Although TT-Ethernet is compatible with existing network
devices, legacy devices of some vendors do not support clock
synchronization in train network. When connected with legacy
device, the arbiter forwards the arrival frames from the end

Fig. 7. Time-Triggered Train Network Testbed

Time-Triggered switch is a fully featured real-time switch
providing fault tolerance with 24 ports, implemented by
FPGA. IXIA 400T generates speciﬁc real-time frames with
ﬁxed periods, providing clock precision within 10 nanoseconds. The bandwidth of the whole network is 100Mbps and the
clock synchronization precision over devices is 200ns using
IEEE 1518.
B. Device Utilization
The FPGA used in the real-time switch is Xilinx Vertex 7,
containing 607,200 registers, 303,600 LUTs and 1,030 Block
RAM. Table I summarizes the device utilization for regular
RT switch and RT switch with trafﬁc shaping.
TABLE I
D EVICE U TILIZATION ON V ERTEX 7
resource
LUTs
FFs
BRAMs

switch
63.19%
27.26%
66.99%

switch with trafﬁc shaper
71.13%
31.34%
87.96%

trafﬁc shaper
7.94%
4.08%
20.97%

Since the Vivado wire optimizer will consider the whole
design when synthesis, obtaining device utilization of trafﬁc
shaping module individually from synthesis reports is not
precise. Thus, we simultaneously obtain the device utilization

of RT switch with and without trafﬁc shaping module. We
regard the difference of the utilization as the implementation
cost. Table I shows trafﬁc shaping module consumes little logic
resource, as the LUTs and FFs usage is relatively small. Due to
conversion between clock domain and requirement for caching
frames, trafﬁc shaping consumes a certain storage resource. In
general, the implementation cost is acceptable.
C. Handling Switch Failures
In this subsection, we evaluate functionality of trafﬁc shaping mechanism. We generate frames with size of 256 bytes,
period of 32ms and deadline of 32ms using Ixia, which is regarded as unsynchronized device. These frames are forwarded
by real-time switches with pre-downloaded schedules and are
ﬁnally captured by Ixia with timestamps. To emulate the fault
scenario in train network, we choose a ﬁxed failure time point
a (about 2500 ms) as shown in Figure 8 and cut off power of
the second switch at that point.
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Fig. 8. Jitter during fault tolerance

Before time point a, jitter of the frames is within 450ns
and satisﬁes train network constraint of 4ms. At time point
a, the second real-time switch is cut off, therefore, no frames
between time point a and b are captured. At time point b, the
bypass setting is activated and the second switch is shorted.
That is, the frames from the ﬁrst switch are directly forwarded
to the third switch bypass the second switch and thus arrives
in advance. Due to the trafﬁc shaping mechanism, the early
arrival frames are cached in the buffer pool and retrieved
according to the receive window. Therefore, the frames are
captured again after time point b. Also, jitter of frames after
time point b still satisﬁes train constraint.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Although traditional Ethernet is nondeterministic, TimeTriggered Ethernet provides latency and jitter guarantees with
ﬁxed schedules. However, the deterministic scheduling approach of TT-Ethernet faces signiﬁcant challenges in handling
scheduling uncertainties caused by switch failures and legacy
end devices in train networks. We propose a trafﬁc shaping
approach to deal with scheduling uncertainties in TT-Ethernet.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst paper to
introduce trafﬁc shaping for train network. Experiments show
the trafﬁc shaping strategy can effectively deal with scheduling
uncertainties incurred by switch failures and legacy devices.
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